A NEW CITY CENTRE
FOR KIRUNA
JURY PRONOUNCEMENT, MARCH 2013

Kiruna 4-ever. Winning entry by White Arkitekter together with Ghilardi + Hellsten Arkitekter, Spacescape AB, Vectura Consulting AB.
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New Kiruna is to be built for a
diversity of people. Those already
living here must feel at home,
those who have moved away
must feel motivated for returning,
and new residents must feel
welcome. New Kiruna must
create the prerequisites of quality
of life for the residents and
opportunities for a prosperous,
expansive economy in which
climate and the unique natural
setting are a positive asset.
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FOREWORD
The challenges and opportunities now facing Kiruna are quite unique, and the city’s
transformation will be a process in which new trails will have to be blazed and new
modes of urban development tested.
Aside from the purely spatial, geographic redeployment, the cultural, democratic process is no less important. How will the people of Kiruna become a part of this work,
how will the city’s transformation generate enthusiasm and participation? How can
we ensure that the new Kiruna is capable of becoming the setting for good everyday
living, and how can it attract new residents and new enterprises?
The first step is the most difficult one. The process leading to the establishment of
the first phase will be highly important. In the first step, the new Kiruna is to be manifested in a new location with high standards of sustainability, character and attractiveness. A location from which it must then be possible to navigate further into the
future.

Christer Larsson, Malmö City Planning Director,
Jury Chairperson.

This competition has been a thrilling and intensive process involving several stages. First
came the writing of the competition brief, based on the City’s decision concerning the
direction of development and the preconditions for road and rail construction and many
other things besides. Requirements, desiderata and preconditions had to be formulated
so as to give the competition participants clear instructions to go by. Meanwhile, from
the 54 documentations of interest received, the ten teams were
selected which were to submit entries for the competition. Our selection of teams and
the discussions accompanying this process were informed by a lofty aim of choosing
somewhat unexpected combinations, both within the teams and also in such a way that
the different teams would illuminate the competition brief on a wide front.
Our voyage of discovery among the entries has confirmed that we made the right
choice, as regards both our invitation of no fewer than ten teams, even though this
gave us a heavy workload, and our choosing a spectrum of teams. This has given the
competition great breadth and many interesting solutions of and perspectives on the
task in hand.
What we have been searching for is a place where a city can be positioned for the long
term and which will also have positive effects for Kiruna as a whole throughout the
process of transformation. The remaining parts, or those parts of Kiruna which will
be relocated in a later phase, are to retain their qualities and be successively included in
a new context.
The whole development process is a paradox. At the same time as new attractiveness
is created, other parts will decay, and meanwhile the entire city has to be kept alluring
and attractive. Very great importance thus attaches to communicating that the new
Kiruna is a place radiating sustainability, attractiveness and character.
It has been important to find a place and method for a very first phase which can be
the starter generating success for the future. This in turn has made it important to find
an intermediate space which will be available fairly instantly and which will contain
sufficient built mass and a point from which to navigate further. The capacity of the
entries for coping with uncertainties constitutes an important aspect during this navigation.
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It is also important to support and utilise the processes which are already in train, so
as to make them a natural part of the future work of transformation. A relocation of
city centre functions has already been started through the development of the Västra
(Western) Industrial Estate and the new Kiruna must therefore acquire a relation to
this, both as process and as geography. In keeping with this aim, we have discussed
transformation versus development from scratch, centre-periphery, memories-visions.
The Jury’s work has been guided by a quest for good ideas concerning both process
and spatial organisation. The discussion has been intense and favourite schemes have
come and gone, which in itself betokens a good climate of co-operation within the
Jury. Judging has not been made easier by the fact of all entries possessing
qualities capable of serving as complements to the ongoing work.
Selecting a winner is a challenge, but that was the Jury’s mission. As proposals have
come and gone in the course of discussion, so too have prospective winners. The
entry we have now voted the winner was found by us to be the most robust of them
all and the one with a potential for incorporating other ideas and processes which may
be engendered later on. We therefore see fit to highlight qualities in other
entries, qualities which we believe can be processed, added to the urban development
process or used for enlarging on vital aspects of it.
The winning entry is the one presenting the best combination of process and spatial
development. On the basis of a strong process, dynamism will be imparted to urban
development in the eastward direction of the new city centre. The Jury believes that
this can also provide the foundation for a new business sector, linked to the urban
development project and the spearhead competence developed through the process.
In the course of its work, the Jury has held meetings with the Municipal Executive
Board, Kiruna residents and the LKAB mining company. These interlocutors have
enhanced our insight and contributed useful viewpoints, at the same time as the Jury has
been able to discuss what issues we consider to be of importance for the sequel.
We are convinced that the Municipality and LKAB should join together in preparing a
“jointly owned” development plan which will then be implemented through
a joint organisation. In an organisation of this kind, interaction with municipal agencies and authorities also has an important part to play. The consensus
characterising a joint undertaking sends an important signal to investors and
undertakings wishing to start up business in Kiruna.
The involvement of Kiruna residents in development work from Day One is a
crucial consideration. It is important from a democratic perspective that participation
by and good communication with citizens be established and maintained throughout
the process.
Christer Larsson
Jury Chairperson
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Kiruna
Kiruna is a unique city which has developed during the hundred years which has passed since the first iron ore deposits in the area began to be exploited. From its very
inception, there were lofty aims for the city as a good place for people to live and
work in. Today the city is facing a physical transformation of almost unprecedented
magnitude. In this process of change, the Municipality wants the City to be capable of
rising to new challenges and developing into a place offering the best possible prospects of urban development.
Between them, the Counties of Norrbotten and Västerbotten make up 37 per cent of
Sweden’s land area and include far-flung forests which, to the west, give way to mountain massifs and, to the east, extend to the coastline of the Gulf of Bothnia (Bottenviken). The very great natural resources here have a vital bearing on Sweden’s economy
and energy supply and represent very great natural qualities.
The north of Sweden has some of the richest mineral deposits in Europe. Norrbotten
and Västerbotten have a long tradition of mining operations. The rich ore deposits of
Malmfältet have played a prominent role in the economic and social development of
the whole of Upper Norrland and are also of great national economic importance.
In Kiruna itself, LKAB operates the world’s biggest and most modern underground
iron mine. This underground extraction of iron ore causes movements and subsidence
in the city which have at all times affected the course of its development.
In March 2004, LKAB informed the Municipality of Kiruna that underground extraction of iron ore would be continuing in towards the centre districts of Kiruna. According to LKAB’s forecast for the coming 20 or 25 years, the city centre and many of
its vital functions will already be affected within a few years, and eventually a large part
of the settlement and land in Kiruna’s central locality will become unserviceable. This
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dramatic scenario means that, over a 20-year period, many of the city’s functions will
need to be relocated. Parts of the city will gradually be phased out, buildings will be
demolished or moved elsewhere, and new buildings will need to be constructed.
Soon after this announcement by LKAB, the Municipality began work on a new and
deeper comprehensive plan for the centre of Kiruna, Kiruna C. The aim of this comprehensive planning work is to safeguard the city’s development and its viability as a
holistic entity.
A number of alternative locations for the new city centre were investigated, and on
19th September 2011 the Municipal Council resolved in favour of a new city centre
being constructed to the east, in the direction of Tuolluvaara. At the same meeting,
the Municipal Council resolved on an architecture competition for the new city centre.
In addition to deciding the location of the new city centre, the Municipality, together
with the County Administrative Board and the Swedish Transport Administration, has
investigated and decided the conditions regarding roads, railways, reindeer husbandry
etc. affected by the ground deformation. Some of these investigations are still incomplete and have not reached the decision-making stage. Several of them have proceeded
concurrently with the competition, and some will later on come to be influenced by
the competition outcome.
The city is going to have a completely new structure and design, and a new city centre
is to be planned and constructed, complete with housing, services, shops, cultural
amenities, education and amusements. This is a huge challenge, but at the same time
a unique opportunity of designing, from scratch, a better and even more pleasant city,
with climate, smart, sustainable solutions.
The aim is for the process of urban transformation to develop Kiruna into a city
equal to the challenges of the future, a city which now-living and future generations
will find attractive to live and work in.
One premise of the competition is that ongoing planning work will be based on the
competition outcome.

ARCHITECTURE COMPETITION
In June 2012, Kiruna invited ten teams of architects to take part in a competition
concerning the vision, strategy and design of a new city centre for a new Kiruna.
The competition was arranged by the Municipality of Kiruna in partnership with the
Swedish Association of Architects.
Kiruna’s urban transformation amounts to a restructuring of the entire city. The city
is to move north-eastwards, towards an area which has been designated a resource for
establishing a new city centre. Simultaneously with old parts being decommissioned,
new ones are to be added. New relations and contexts will be created. The city is to
continue functioning and be found attractive all through the transformation process.
All is interconnected, from deformation and decommissioning to the planning and
establishment of new townships.
Kiruna’s urban transformation involves many challenges. This thoroughgoing urban
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process is a complex one, with many agents, interests and opinions involved, and it
will entail many conflicts and factors of uncertainty. In modern urban development,
being able to cope with the big clashes of interests and being able to field the many
small, everyday, “soft” issues at stake are equally important.
The biggest challenge at this stage of the urban transformation process is that of
creating clear strategies and principles for the advancement of the transformation in
time and space, with all the social, cultural, practical and experiential aspects which
have a significant bearing on instilling a sense of security, enthusiasm and optimism in
the citizens of Kiruna and the agencies taking part.

The competition brief:

- to show a vision for the Kiruna of tomorrow. The watchwords of that vision must
be sustainability, attractiveness and identity. The vision must affirm growth and new,
robust patterns of living.
- to describe a strategy and a basic sustainable structure for accomplishing the urban
transformation eastwards in a dynamic, quality-creating process, in which the new
and the pre-existing will form a holistic entity and will function throughout the
transformation process.
- to suggest ways of shaping a sustainable, distinctive and pleasant city centre in the
east, within a holistic structure encompassing the entire city.

The 10 teams invited to take part in the competition were:

- Designteam AIM (Helsingborg) and Onix Sweden AB (Helsingborg) ,with Noema
Culture & Place Mapping (London), Atkins (Malmö) and Farawaysoclose/Apokalyps Labotek (Malmö) as advisers/sub-consultants
- Bjarke Ingels Group (Copenhagen), Spacescape (Stockholm), Testbedstudio (Stockholm), Topotek 1& Man Made Land (Berlin) and Resource Vision (Stockholm)
- BSK Arkitekter AB (Stockholm), MVRDV (Rotterdam) and Grontmij i Sverige AB
(Stockholm)
- COBE Aps (Copenhagen) Kragh & Berglund (Copenhagen and Stockholm), Moe&
Brödsgård (Rödovre), Yngve Andrén Konsult AB (Stockholm) and Boris Broman
Jensen (Århus) as advisers
- Ecosistema Urbana (Madrid), Arkitekt Kristine Jensens tegnestue (Århus), 700N
arkitektur A/S (Tromsø), Ljusarkitektur (Stockholm) and Atkins (Stockholm)
- KCAP Architect&Planners (Rotterdam) and CaseStudio (Göteborg/Gothenburg)
- NorconsultByplan (Sandvika), Norconsult landskapsarkitekt (Sandvika), Fantastic
Norway (Oslo) and 0047 International A/S (Oslo)
- Tham och Videgård Arkitekter (Stockholm), Territorial Agency (London) and a_
zero environmental architects (London)
- Tovatt Architects & Planners (Stockholm), Atelier Dreiseitl (Ueberlingen), Urban
Think Tank Architects LLC (Zurich) and Wenanders (Stockholm).
- White arkitekter AB (Stockholm), Ghilardi + Hellsten (Oslo), Spacescape (Stockholm), Vectura Consulting AB (Solna) and Evidens BLW AB (Stockholm)
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On 8th-9th August 2012, all teams were invited to an inaugural conference at which
they were introduced to the competition brief and the site. This inaugural conference
was attended by Municipal Council representatives and officials, LKAB, the Jury,
reference groups and other stakeholders.
While the inaugural conference was in progress, a public meeting was held at the City
Hall, to which the people of Kiruna were invited for a briefing about the competition and the urban transformation process, and also as an opportunity for presenting
viewpoints on New Kiruna to the competition participants and the Jury. Also on this
occasion, Curt Persson, Director of the County Museum, currently on sabbatical, and
the author Åsa Larsson presented their pictures of Kiruna.

Submission and assessment

The participants submitted their entries on 3rd December 2012. All entries were
approved for assessment.
The entries were judged by a Jury comprising the following 7 persons:
• Christer Larsson, Architect SAR/MSA, Director of City Planning, Malmö, appointed by the Swedish Association of Architects
• Thomas Nylund, Architect SAR/MSA, City Architect, Environmental and Planning
Department, Municipality of Kiruna, Jury Chairperson
• Björn Adolfson, County Architect, Norrbotten County Administrative Board
• Anja Taube, Director of Leisure and Culture Council, Municipality of Kiruna
• Eva Ekelund, Director of Land and Urban Planning, Municipality of Kiruna (replacing Marianne-Schröder-Maagaard)
• Sandra Viklund (formerly Minde), Planning Architect, Ramböll
• Knut Eirik Dahl, Architect MNAL, Professor at the School of Architecture and
Design, Oslo/D&U arkitekter, appointed by the Swedish Association of Architects
Lisa Diedrich, Landscape Architect, Dipl. Ing. Arch., SLU (Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences), Alnarp, and Lisbeth Nilsson, 2003 Project Leader, Municipality
of Kiruna, were co-opted by the Jury.
Secretary to the Jury: Katarina O Cofaigh (formerly Nilsson), Architect SAR/MSA,
Swedish Association of Architects.
The Jury held meetings for a total of 10 days between December 2012 and February
2013.
While judging was in progress, the Jury had a number of reference groups and expert
advisers at its disposal:
- Ramböll, traffic and transport systems
- NaiSvefa, economic consequences
- Tekniska Verken, energy solutions
- Christina Nilsson, Luleå University of technology, sustainability aspects
The Jury also obtained viewpoints from:
- The Working Subcommittee of the Municipal Executive Board
- Vision development work by the Municipality, Kiruna 2.0
- A number of reference groups consisting of young persons, property owners,
members of the business community and a technical group comprising municipal
personnel
- LKAB
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While judging was in progress, the Jury also invited the people of Kiruna to three
meetings. These were attended by about 100 people. Jury members also presented
the entries to a various of groups and associations.

Judging criteria

The entries were judged by the following criteria, taken together and not stated in any
ranking order, and also with reference to the requirements and desiderata set forth in
the competition brief:
• the extent to which the entry creates values for Kiruna as a whole,
• the entry’s qualities of urban design,
• the functioning of the new city centre and its relation to the existing settlement,
• possibilities of developing the entry,
• feasibility.
The entries were put on display at the City Hall and Kupolen, and were accessible on
the Kiruna Municipal and Swedish Association of Architects websites. In addition, the
competition has a Facebook page, www.facebook.com/ArkitekttavlingNyaKiruna.

The work of the jury
This report describes the general conclusions arrived at by the Jury in its overall assessment of all entries, together with assessments of each entry individually.
It is the Jury’s intention for this pronouncement to be of assistance to the architects,
the Municipality and other agents as planning work proceeds. The Jury wishes to convey the insights and knowledge which it has accumulated together with the reference
groups and experts in the course of its work.
Judging is always a questing process. The Jury is tasked with finding a winner and recommending an entry for realisation. The Jury has been very much alive to its responsibility for the entry which it recommends being credible and feasible and laying good
foundations for the work to follow.
In the present instance, the quest has been hugely important in itself, and the entries
contain an abundance of knowledge on which every single Jury member has to take
a stand. The Jury has had intensive discussions, with all members assuming responsibility for contributing out of their own experience, competence and premises. The
process has been a very good one, characterised by trust; frankness and a spirit of
enquiry.
The teams have chosen different starting points for their entries, and the task is highly
complex. Well into the judging process, it remained an open question which entry
presented the most robust and sustainable solution to the competition brief. The Jury
greatly respects the extensive and inspiring work accomplished by the participants.
Analysing and judging their entries has been a task laden with responsibility. In the
end the Jury balanced all aspects together and compared them with the selection criteria for the competition.
The work of the Jury began already when the competition brief was written. The
Jury took as its point of reference the site chosen by the City in the east, but realised
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before long that the entire city would be affected by the deformation, which led it
to conclude that one prerequisite of a successful transformation was for the city as
a whole, both old and new, to be involved and addressed in the competition. The
competition site was expanded, and the Jury drew attention to the importance of a
good strategy and process being linked to the geographic relocation and the physical
design of a new city centre. The brief referred to this as “creating values for Kiruna
as a whole. The competition brief indicated what the participants would have to be
resolve, and the brief has also provided the point of departure for the Jury’s judging.
Taken together, the competition entries add up to an important source of knowledge,
because the participants, with their differing points of departure, have tested a variety
of paths for Kiruna’s development. Some of those paths are more viable than others,
but there are interesting arguments contained in all entries. The Jury has had to take
a stand both on quantifiable aspects, such as the amount of buildings, traffic systems
and other infrastructure, and appraisable aspects to do with atmosphere, experience
and character. Evaluating the process of urban transformation has been very important, because a distinct strategy in these matters creates credibility and attracts
resources for urban development. The aim of building a sustainable society for the
future touches on all the factors which the Jury has assessed.
Certain of the topics included in the competition brief have acquired a different meaning, and new ones, not considered entirely feasible when the competition brief was
written, cropped up when the entries were being analysed. Topics of this kind included, for example, the risks and advantages of a transformation of the Västra Industriområdet, which soon came to be linked to the question of the possibilities of finding
the location for an initial phase affording reasonable size and having a content which
can provide a good starting point for the continuation of New Kiruna’s development.
A prime concern in the judging process has been with finding an entry which both
describes a plausible strategy if urban transformation and at the same time proposes a
city design which can provide good conditions for the everyday lives of the people of
Kiruna, bearing in mind the geography and climate of the location.
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The Jury’s decision
The Jury has unanimously chosen the entry entitled Kiruna 4-ever as the winning
entry in the competition.
Authors: White Arkitekter, together with Ghilardi + Hellsten Arkitekter, Spacescape
AB, Vectura Consulting AB.
New Kiruna will be a dense, mixed and attractive city centre closely linked to the
natural scene. The city will function and be experienced as a holistic entity throughout
the transformation process. There are good prospects of the very first establishment
including all the functions needed for a living city. Over a long period of time, the
city can be developed step by step from a clear starting point, and there will be great
liberty for building in a variety of directions from there.
Strategy, process and the physical vision of the new Kiruna have all been described
well. The entry clearly shows that urban development is not just a physical process but
is concerned to no less an extent with involving the people of Kiruna in the transformation.
The entry has a clear strategy, and new ideas can be worked into it as the city grows.
The structure of settlement is schematically described and will be developed so as to
adapt it to the climate and give it a stronger local character.
Changes need to be made to the entry. This applies to the routing of the E10 and
810 highways and to the need for grouping public and historic buildings more closely
together during the first phase. The quality of the entry is such that it is sufficiently
robust to weather these changes.
The Jury recommends that the Municipality contract the authors of the entry to join
with the Municipality in planning the new Kiruna, taking the competition entry as its
point of departure.
Christer Larsson
Thomas Nylund
Björn Adolfson
Anja Taube
Eva Ekelund
Sandra Viklund
Knut Eirik Dahl
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THE JURY’S RECOMMENDaTIONS
CONCERNING THE CONTINUING
process
During the competition, the Municipality’s political leadership began work on developing an organisation capable of handling the work which the process of urban
transformation entails. The Jury hopes that this work, coupled with the outcome of
the competition, will create good preconditions for the development of New Kiruna.
On 26th March 2013, the Municipal Council is to take a decision on continuing work
with the winning entry and the process for Kiruna’s development. Talks between the
Jury and the policy-makers have revealed a desire for the Jury to indicate how the
ongoing process is to be conducted and what issue the Jury considers it important to
take into account in the political process.
In the light of experience gained and conclusions drawn from its work, the Jury
believes that the following matters have a very important bearing on the success of an
urban transformation process:
- Using the winning project, Kiruna 4-ever, as the basis of an ongoing planning
process, and giving the authors of the scheme an adequate role in that process. This
scheme is the one best presenting both a process and a vision for New Kiruna which heightens expectations and ensures the implementation of urban development.
- The process with the winning team starting immediately.
- A conference being arranged in spring 2013, for the teams and the new municipal organisation for the urban transformation, together with LKAB and the Jury, to pool the
knowledge and experience they have gained.
- Putting a premium on the importance of political unity when it comes to taking
responsibility for the long-term vision and the target of Kiruna’s development for
the sake of its residents’ future.
- The Municipality and LKAB creating a joint model for urban development so as to realise
the vision of the New Kiruna.
- Developing methods for making the residents of Kiruna and other stakeholders participate in
the development process, with scope for dialogue and reciprocal development work.
- Prioritising planning inputs in the direction of the New Kiruna, so that the largest possible
part of Kiruna’s future housing development and other investments will be built in
the new area.
- Investing in the starting point of the new city centre, so that it will be perceived early on
as attractive for new start-ups and can quickly contain enough functions and buildings, such as the City Hall, housing, shops and public activities.
- Early investment in projects in the public spaces, in order to create activity in the
new area.
The Jury believes the entry selected as the winner of the competition to be the one
which best indicates a process and demonstrates a vision of the new Kiruna which can enhance expectations and secure the implementation of urban development. The Jury recommends that the
Municipality engage the winning team of architects and other consultants, with a view
to continuing planning work together, making their scheme and this pronouncement
the point of departure.
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It is important for work on urban development together with the winning team to begin as soon
as possible, and for a clear process to be developed and communicated in which the
architects are allotted an adequate role. One of the first tasks will be to finalise the
location of the new City Hall. It is also important to show quickly that the necessary
changes to the winning entry are possible. In the first instance, this means showing a
routing of the E10 highway further east and the potentiality for developing the project
northwards and southwards.
The Jury proposes a conference in spring 2013, in which the teams and the new municipal
organisation for the urban transformation will take part, together with LKAB and the
Jury, so that the knowledge accumulated by the teams in their work, coupled with the
experiences gained by the Jury from all its judging can be transmitted to the organisation which is to administer and develop the competition outcome. In connection with
this conference, the residents of Kiruna and all stakeholders are to be involved.
Planning and urban development are a matter of long-drawn-out processes, and the
present process will last for up to thirty years. Preconditions, perceptions and the
state of the political parties will change during that time. There is unease in the city
concerning developments. Clear target pictures and visions which all can agree on will
impart stability and, in the long term, qualities to the city and to those who are to live
and have their being in it. It is very important that the significance of political consensus
regarding the long-term vision and the aims of Kiruna’s development be highly esteemed, for the
sake of Kiruna residents’ future. The political process needs to be informed by common objectives, assumption of political responsibility and consensus in a confidencebuilding process to secure the future for residents and businesses. It is also important
to prepare a strategic plan describing the decision-making process step by step. The
Jury has appreciated its talks with the political parties during the judging process, has
studied the Municipality’s own vision work and sees here examples of tools which can
create consensus regarding the vision and the objectives of urban development.
The strategy of urban development proposed has been a very important consideration
in the judging process. This strategy must be robustly credible in order to be capable
of meeting new planning preconditions during the time which the transformation will
take. The strategy also has a bearing on the expectations created with regard to the
impending urban transformation. Several participants recommend that the Municipality and LKAB create a common model of urban development. Creating a model in which the
Municipality and LKAB as the principal stakeholders assume joint responsibility for
the development of the city is considered by the Jury to have a very important bearing
on the ability of this project to gather as many resources as possible and facilitate the
decisions which need to be taken. In this model, a consensus vision and a development plan for the new Kiruna should be developed. There must be a strategy indicating how important projects identified as necessary for creating expectation values
augmenting the investment readiness of other stakeholders in the new Kiruna are to
be realised.
The Jury is convinced that a clear model will have a decisive bearing on the success
of the project and its creation of the security and the trust in the urban development
processes which are necessary in order for people and the business community to
both stay on in Kiruna and move here.
A successful outcome of the entire urban transformation processes presupposes acceptance and legitimacy among the citizens and all stakeholders. Several of the entries
also include methods for making the people of Kiruna and other stakeholders participate
15

THE JURY’S
GENERAL
ASSESSMENT
The character, culture and
legacy of Kiruna
The landscape in and around Kiruna makes a very important difference to its identity.
The landscape has been created both by natural processes and anthropogenically, and
it will go on being subjected to this influence.
The natural processes which most conspicuously created the place were played out
10,000 years ago, when the ice cap melted and released the Arctic bedrock. That is
when both the undulating mountain landscape and the low-lying water landscape
were created. Later on, human beings arrived and began cultivating and using the
landscape, which they have been doing ever since. When mining came here at the
end of the 19th century, the town of Kiruna was also created. Since then the mining
industry, the development of the town/city and its infrastructure have wrought big
changes in the landscape. The international market which has developed in the 21st
century has made mining a highly profitable industry today, and Kiruna is going to
be more closely bound up with an international context, not only because the iron
ore is exported but also because people are going to relocate.
Iron ore extraction is the reason for the situation now confronting us. The mine needs
to extract ore at new depths, and the city above needs to move further east. The very
precondition of the competition is that man will continue to shape the landscape,
both through further mining operations and through the new city which is going to
be built. Several of these processes are irreversible and will dictate the conditions for
what kind of place Kiruna will be to live in for hundreds of years to come.
Throughout its hundred-year history, Kiruna has been a town in transition. During
the century or more for which it has existed, society has undergone great changes as a
consequence of technological and social development in general. Some changes force
themselves on people’s attention, while others have already receded into memory.
Kiruna was planned and built with great care and lofty ambitions, the aim being to
build a town adapted to the landscape and climate. Different conditions prevail today,
but the same care and adaptation to the climate, plus the use of tomorrow’s technology, must be fed into the new city. The point of departure for a modern, sustainable
view today is that man must leave behind as few traces as possible and must leave as
small a footprint as possible.
17

have several historic buildings north of the churchyard in a greenfield area, in which
case the buildings can acquire a setting resembling their original location. In other
entries, the historic buildings are integrated with the new city and in this way become a
more accessible memento of the old city. The Jury finds both strategies possible.
There are several different proposals as to how the memory of the city now disappearing is to be treated. Archives of different kinds obviously have their part to play. The
older wooden buildings are movable, but the modern heritage, which includes, for example, Erskine’s buildings and the City Hall, cannot be relocated and given a context in the
same way. The memory of these buildings and of the structure of the old city is a good
deal more evanescent. There are proposals permitting these buildings to remain as ruins
or to leave clear traces within the deformation zone. The Jury has not been able to reach
a definitive standpoint on these proposals, because at the same time as it is important
to preserve the memory, ruins are a memento mori which perhaps is not always desirable in everyday life. It is important for the development process to include an in-depth
discussion as to how the memory of old Kiruna is to be perpetuated.

The remaining post - urban landscape of
the deformationzone.
Ett nätverk av urbana eldstäder.

Kiruna has always been and remains a multicultural community, inviting and open
to different cultures and different ways of life. Of necessity, Kiruna must remain an
open and welcoming community. Different generations have left their mark on the
city, and new ones in their turn will do the same.
An attractive community was important, not least with a view to attracting manpower and families to this remote place in a rigorous climate. Today’s communication
possibilities are both an advantage and a disadvantage to people living in Kiruna. Swift
communications make the city accessible to tourists and to people commuting to work
and education, but they also make it possible for people to work in the city without
taking up residence there. It is very important that as many people as possible should
opt for residing in the city, both for the generation of taxation revenue to finance the
city’s development and in order for the business community to be able to keep people
who will develop with the business undertakings. The Jury believes that the possibilities of creating a city and building stock which are lean and sustainable will be an
important factor in people’s future choice of residential location. In addition, living in
the city must be convenient, there must be good schools and other services, and there
must be scope for cultural and business development.

THE CENTRE OF NEW KIRUNA
Kiruna is going to lose large parts of its city and will be gradually building up a new
one. The entries were required to present a clear vision for the Kiruna of tomorrow,
serving as a target picture in the work of urban transformation. New Kiruna is going
to be a city built in our time for a future community in a particular context.
In practice, the competition includes the whole of Kiruna, given the great importance
of interaction between the different parts of the city, both during the development
period and when the new Kiruna is complete.
The aim of the competition was to put in place the prerequisites of a pleasant, wellfunctioning community in which functional excellence, architecture and spatial design
contribute to Kiruna’s townscape. The entries were to show how the new city centre
could be planned and designed within an overarching structure to the east.
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attractive early on as a location for new start-ups. The Jury has judged it important
to find a location which is almost immediately available for the very first stage of the
eastward urban development process, which is to include such functions as the City
Hall. housing, retail trade and public services.
The place identified in several entries as the location for the first stage straddles
Malmvägen, immediately to the east of the cemetery. The Jury finds this plausible.
From this point one can navigate further according to a variety of scenarios, both by
transforming Västra Industriområdet and by means of new development east and
north of the cemetery. The sequence and scale chosen for developing the city hinge
on such questions as land supply, the enlargement and location of the railway station
and the investment readiness generated by planning work. Development on both sides
of Malmvägen will establish the city boundary for people coming to Kiruna, facilitating its transformation into a city street, which will confer additional qualities.
During an initial stage, several important functions are to be built within the new city
centre. The City Hall is an important landmark building, and while judging was in progress the Municipality decided that it was also to include an art museum. In addition,
discussions are underway concerning a library, restaurants and possibly a high school.
Kiruna and its environs already have a serious housing shortage, and some 350 homes
will be needed at a very early stage of things, plus another 450 or so over a ten-year
period.
Solving Kiruna’s housing shortage is a very important concern, and the localisation of
as much housing development as possible within the new township will be an important
tool for getting the process of urban transformation off to a quick start. But a housing
strategy for the longer term is also needed. The Jury finds the creation of the housing
stock in the form of apartment blocks to be a sustainable solution from many points of
view. The competition entries too include arguments concerning ways in which sustainable types of building can be created which are specially evolved for the Kiruna climate,
re-use and the urban structure. Although a large quantity of buildings and functions are
to be replaced, the pace of development will not be perceived as particularly rapid. In
order for people to be attracted to the place, it is important that there should here and
now exist functions to attract them. The Jury attaches great importance to investments
and planning measures targeting the location for the new city centre, so as to kick-start
the process of urban development, which in turn will generate a readiness to invest.
The amount of buildings in the present city centre which will be affected by deformation between now and 2033 totals some 480,000 sq. m. In addition to homes, some
30,000 sq. m. of commercial floor space and 30,000 sq. m. of office space will be affected by deformation within 10 or 20 years. 400 hotel rooms are also affected, and a larger
number than that are already needed today. All competition entries are judged capable of
containing the areas and functions called for in the competition brief, but there are some
entries which can accommodate up to 800,000 sq. m.
The competition entries include instances of both scattered and more compact urban
formations. The sparsely developed city creates distances and entails heavier infrastructure investments, added to which it will not reduce the temptation to use a car.
The Jury sees many reasons against recommending a sparsely developed city.
The densely built, multi-functional city offers many advantages. It is more accessible,
because more people can walk or cycle between their homes, their workplaces and
services. It is secure, because there are more people moving about on the streets. The
Jury considers it important that the buildings should also be capable of accommodat21

ing a variety of functions, e.g. both retail trade and housing, with scope for different
permutations at different points in time.
The heavy falls of snow occurring in Kiruna make special demands on the design of
buildings and street spaces. A small-scale city with intimate squares and piazzas offers
many advantages, but makes heavier demands on snow-dump management. There are
possibilities of developing new types of building in the new Kiruna which are adapted
to the climate, the snow and exacting requirements of resource economisation. The
competition entries include arguments concerning how such types of building can be
developed and what they could look like.

STRATEGY AND PROCESS
It is equally important to ponder what the City is to look like and how it will be
created in a process inspiring enthusiasm and confidence where the urban development project is concerned. The urban transformation has a 20-year timeframe, many
preconditions are still under investigation and several contradictory and new interests
need to be addressed as the project unfolds.
Generally speaking, the competition entries have been weaker when it comes to proposing urban transformation strategies which will be really effective. Planning is to a
great extent a matter of creating possibilities and values.
The Jury has been anxious to find a scheme capable of dealing with uncertainties and
sufficiently robust to be developed at slightly different speeds and in slightly different
directions as development proceeds. One important parameter to this end is for urban
development to be possible by small stages, all of them intrinsically creating qualities.
The Jury has therefore chosen an entry which is clearly structured while at the same
time having a potential for working in new ideas and experiences and taking new turns
as the city develops.
The Jury is surprised at the lack of housing strategies in the entries, this being a pressing issue which Kiruna needs to resolve.
It is important that the whole city should be alive while urban development is in progress. Since Kiruna’s new city centre will for some time have to coexist with the present
city centre, there must be a strategy for relations between the two centres during
several phases. In a strategy of this kind, Västra Industriområdet is a key area in which
many of the transitional activities can take place. This can mean temporary activities,
such as locating offices in the new area for the persons who are to carry out the urban
development. Making facilities scheduled for reuse or demolition, both in the old
city centre and in Västra Industriområdet, available for temporary activities of both a
commercial and cultural nature can alleviate the sense of dereliction. Measures of this
kind can serve as incubators for new business in Kiruna and at the same time populate
the new township early on.
Education and research as a motive power of development are discussed in several
entries. The ability to develop new industries and occupations based on what is going
to happen, given that much of the city is going to be demolished, is a part of this.
But there is more involved than just creating centres for the recycling of old building
materials. In addition, research and innovation need to be linked to these centres.
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Practically all entries underscore the importance of creating a common agenda for
the development of the city and, in such a model, creating opportunities for Kiruna
residents and other stakeholders to participate in the process of urban transformation.
A number of projects and pilot studies are underway in connection with the urban
transformation. The Municipality, the Swedish Transport Administration, the County
Administrative Board and LKAB are investigating the consequences for the urban
transformation and are planning for the necessary changes. Infrastructure projects will
be of very great consequence of the urban transformation and the qualities attainable
in the new city centre. In their competition entries, the participants were required to
allow for the possibility of certain projects taking a different turn, partly as a consequence of the competition outcome.
The urban transformation will proceed successively and over a long period of time.
The pace of development will depend partly on business environment factors and the
global economic situation, but also on policy decisions of various kinds. The rate of
deformation and the exact positioning of the station, as well as the route to be taken
by the E10 highway, are further aspects to be taken into consideration.
The ground deformation forecasts furnished by LKAB refer to the anticipated effects
when the new main level, 1,365 metres below ground, is exhausted. While the competition was in progress, LKAB let it be known that deformation was proceeding
somewhat faster than in earlier forecasts, and the participants were informed of this.
Commenting on the entries during the judging process, LKAB expressed a desire,
prompted by these new extraction and deformation forecasts, for the new city centre
to be positioned east of a line corresponding to Kurravaaravägen. The competition
participants have not had the opportunity of considering this information, but it was
part of the competition brief for entries to be capable of accommodating uncertainties and new standpoints. The Jury therefore used this information for testing the
development potential of the entries and, accordingly, their sustainability in a process
where the preconditions can change with the passing of time. The Jury found that,
in principle, all the entries were capable of dealing with this kind of change in the
preconditions, since in all cases the ain emphasis was on the area east of Kurravaaravägen.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Mining communities and mining enterprises require a great deal of infrastructure. In order for Kiruna to develop, manpower needs to be attracted from a very large hinterland.
Kiruna’s development potential will be strengthened by new infrastructure, both within
the Municipality itself and in relation to the region. Kiruna is to be made an integral part
of the Luleå and Narvik job markets.
It is highly important for the new city centre to be closely linked to a new railway station. A good and close connection in towards a new city centre, with a new railway for
passenger services, is a high-priority target for the Municipality of Kiruna. The competition entries include several different proposals concerning possible locations for the
railway station. Most participants recommend a station in the middle of the city, with a
cul-de-sac solution or a loop. The Jury considers it highly important for the station to be
centrally located in the city. Even though a cul-de-sac solution may affect the time taken
changing the direction of the trains, it presents advantages in that it reduces the barrier
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effects which a railway always brings with it and which, in the long term, can obstruct
further development of the city. The Jury regards location at the airport as an inferior
option, because it will mean people coming to Kiruna by train having to change their
mode of transport. Then again, location at the airport is liable to generate knock-on
investments in activities which would otherwise have been located in the centre, thus
weakening the new city centre
A new E10 highway is planned in close proximity to the new city centre. The existing
Highway 870 to Nikkaluokta will be moved up to the new LKAB entrance for heavy rail
freight. Highway 870 will join up with the E10 south of a new city centre. The alternative routings of these roads under consideration were presented in the competition
brief. In the case of Highway 870, the Municipality is at pains for it to be routed in a way
which will not preclude a station arrangement in the city centre.
Most entries have respected the proposed routing of the E10 and described the possibility of developing the city, even it remains in the location proposed. Several entries
propose that the E10 be developed into a city street or even made to pass right through
the city. The Jury finds such proposals unrealistic. An E10 passing through the city
would entail acoustic disturbances and, given the safety distances regarded for hazardous
goods, it would be very difficult to design the highway so as to give it the ambience of a
city street; traffic on the E10 consists to a great extent of HGVs, and not only of passenger vehicles. One wish expressed by the Municipality is for two E10 slip roads on the
north side of the central locality, plus the possibility of joining the E10 from the new
city centre.
Where local traffic through the city is concerned, several participants propose making
Malmvägen the new main street through the new city. To prevent it being perceived
as a throughway, it will have to be designed as a city street and surrounded by building
development. To prevent the generation of disproportionately heavy traffic on any
roads, making them more inhospitable to cyclists and pedestrians, the Jury advocates a n
intricate network of roads, without cul-de-sacs, which traffic can gently flow through.
A concerted traffic structure will mean less expense, in terms of both investment and
management and, looking further ahead, perceived proximity. A sparse structure means
more transport inputs. An assessment has been made of how to reach different points
on foot, by bicycle, by public transport and by car. Assessment of the proposals showed
all of them to meet the aims of the competition brief, especially those of a functional
nature.
Kiruna Airport is of great importance, both to Kiruna and to the region as a whole, especially North Norway and Gällivare, for bringing the geographically remote northernmost part of the country closer to the outside world. The possibility of constructing an
APM (automatic people mover, i.e. cable car service) is broached by many participants
as a means of providing rapid communication between the airport, the city centre and
the railway station. The Jury sees many advantages in a solution of this kind, but it needs
to be investigated and compared with other options.
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FINANCE AND
IMPLEMENTATION
Questions of financial compensation for demolition and apportionment of the construction cost of housing and non-housing development remain to be settled. During
the autumn of 2012, the Municipality and LKAB negotiated concerning the preconditions to govern redemption, compensation and new investments in infrastructure
etc. owned by the Municipality. This question was still unresolved while judging was in
progress, but in order to arrive at an feasibility assessment, the Jury commissioned a
financial assessment of each competition entry.
Only very general assessments are possible on the strength of the competition entries,
and the Jury has concentrated on identifying, respectively, risks and problems and
advantages and qualities. Many stakeholders will be funding the development of New
Kiruna, but the mining industry will be playing a distinctive role in this connection.
The expert assessment was made regardless of which stakeholder would be financing
the urban development.
Expenditures which need to be taken into account are the cost of detailed development planning, necessary pilot studies and investigations, decontamination of polluted
land, development of public places (streets, footpaths and cycle paths, piazza and
parkland areas), property formation, the development of mains facilities and so forth.
One of the ingredients of successful urban development is for attractiveness to be so
high that development proceeds with value added as its motive force. The aim, then,
must be for the value after development to exceed the value before development.
Demand for housing and for business space will have a crucial bearing on value added
and will create prospects of further development..
Conditioning factors:
• If existing settlement is affected in the sense of business operations needing to
relocate or to be redeemed, this will adversely affect development costs.
• If existing infrastructure in the from of streets, footpaths and cycle paths can be
made use of, this will mean less expenditure.
• The need for new infrastructure means higher costs, which is to say that close-knit
infrastructures are more cost-effective than sparse ones.
• Larger public places cost money. Only assessment of the areas has not been possible
at the present stage of things. No assessment has been possible of the actual design,
which can generate large differences at a later stage.
• A travel centre in the city centre will mean less expenditure.
• Indoor parking solutions are expensive.
• Several entries contain major investments, e.g. extensive redesign of the landscape
and topography or artificial lakes, which escalates costs.
The first stage has an important bearing on development costs and the total economics
of the project and the establishment of the city centre. The Jury believes that, whatever
the financial agreement reached with LKAB concerning financial compensation, it is
highly important that the planning of urban development should create added values
for the Municipality and its residents. To create those values, it is very important that the
first stage of urban development should generate such attraction and confidence where
the new Kiruna is concerned that other stakeholders will also be willing to invest. This
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makes it important for investments to be made during the first phase of urban development. Once the city centre is established, further expansion can proceed along more
traditional lines, or under its own steam, through infill development, conversion and
expansion.

SUSTAINABILITY
The Municipality has high aspirations for sustainability in New Kiruna – economic,
ecological and socio-cultural.
In evaluating the sustainability aspects of the competition entries, the Jury has focused
on such aspects as environment and resource, social sustainability and economics.
Twenty or more aspects have been evaluated, ranging from the city’s density and
energy use to links with nature and utilisation of the architectural heritage. Questions
which have to do with socio-economic costs were also evaluated.
This large-scale urban development presents opportunities for adapting buildings
and urban structure to lofty aspirations regarding sustainability, and the competition
entries contain many different suggestions as to how this can be achieved.
Different types of knowledge and innovation centre are proposed in the competition. The Jury believes Kiruna to have a unique chance of setting an example of how
building materials can be handled and recycled on a large scale. The spoil and building
components resulting from the demolitions are as far as possible to be used in the
construction of the new Kiruna. This is a possibility, but it demands space, organisation and investments. A recycling plant should be constructed during the development
period. The competition entries show that a plant of this kind will take up quite a
lot of room – something which will have to be planned for. If research, innovation,
knowledge interchange and economic activity are interconnected with a recycling plant
of this kind, the Jury believes that the operation will have a chance of developing and
that the knowledge gained can also be put to use in future outside Kiruna. After a
time the operation should be capable of generating methods, knowledge and opportunities for the development of new business activities.
Several entries include interesting arguments about coping with the local climate, e.g.
for the avoidance of chill winds, and how piazzas and streets are to be designed so as
to utilise sunlight and solar warmth. In the ongoing detailed design of the city, consideration of such matters will have a very important bearing on the perception of the
city during every season of the year. Green-and-white movement routes traversing the
city for easier access to the natural environment are all to the good.
From a social point of view it is important that there should be pleasant meeting
points and that routes people need to use in getting from one city destination to
another contain experience. The meeting points need not be large, and they can very
well be scattered about the city. Mixed settlement with a diversity of functions in the
buildings, such as housing and retail trade, is conducive to pleasant experiences when
moving around in the city. A densely built-up city, moreover, is by definition more
accessible to everyone and can reduce motorism, which is otherwise a very common
form of transport in Kiruna. Parks integrated in the city are a resource for those who
cannot easily get out into the country, e.g. elderly persons and children. Places for
sporting activity, whether organised or spontaneous, in the city centre have an important bearing on people’s health.
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Considering whether the descriptions implied by the competition entries have also
been turned into concrete proposals has been an important topic of evaluation in the
judging process.

EnergY
The New Kiruna settlement structure must contribute towards a reduction of energy
consumption. All planning must be aimed at achieving sustainable management of
resources.
Kiruna has for many years now been a city where district heating predominates. This
is a flexible form of heating, offering good opportunities for coping with future environmental, technical and economic challenges and thus a powerful tool in the Municipality’s hands where environmental protection and management is concerned.
Account must be taken of Kiruna’s special energy situation, with a large quantity of
unutilised industrial waste heat. At present, 140 GWh is being dispersed by cooling
during the summer season. Properly harnessed, this resource can serve large parts
of the community. Given the energy situation now prevailing, district heating is the
obvious choice of energy for heating purposes, and its utilisation must be maximised.
All proposals are feasible on the basis of traditional technical solutions. The schemes
vary in density, which in turn affects the construction cost of mains facilities. In other
words, the fewer the number of properties supplied per metre of conduit, the higher the cost. Several of the entries have efficiently utilised existing resources. This is
done, for example, by using waste, both from the community and, not least, from the
demolition and construction process which will be taking place in connection with
the urban development. These questions should be taken into account and developed
in an ongoing process. It is important that the volumes of waste generated by the
development process be used in the immediate vicinity, so as to avoid long transport
distances and the environmental impact which they would imply. The waste can be
used as building materials or for energy production, but this will require a building up
of methods, processes and knowhow.
Development work is in progress within the Municipality. The municipal engineering
authorities (Tekniska Verken) are already exploring the possibility of constructing a
biogas plant, a facility included in some of the entries. The existing refuse incineration
plant will be affected by the deformation, and it is a strategic advantage in the planning process that the possibility exists of reviewing energy systems.
The urban development process presents opportunities for constructing a far leaner
building stock than the present one. Several schemes include thoughts of using modern technology and knowhow to develop types of building specially adapted to the climate, and this will create possibilities for reducing the city’s total energy consumption.
In several of the entries the possibility has been observed of recovering surplus heat
from LKAB for heating purposes. One interesting possibility which has been explored
is the seasonal storage of energy, which could even out Kiruna’s energy imbalance. Surplus heat from LKAB is already being fed into the district heating system. There is a potential for achieving, in partnership with LKAB, more efficient utilisation of the energy
produced in the community. The possibility of using the Tuolluvaara mine for seasonal
storage has been investigated, and possibilities exist of developing this solution.
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The flexibility proposed in several of the competition entries can be achieved by making maximum use of district heating. This kind of heating is capable of using many
different energy sources, and one and the same infrastructure can be used for distribution. Thus the district heating distribution network can be constructed together with
the rest of the infrastructure, and the energy source can be developed and adapted as
time goes on.

Westward view from a possible location for a new City Hall.
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INDIVIDUAL
APPRAISALS
All entries have been of importance for the Jury’s assessment and have fuelled the discussion. There are four entries, apart from the winning one, which have played a specially
important part in the Jury’s judging and have been instrumental in moving the discussion
forward. There is a crack in everything, that’s how the light gets in has, through its careful
inventory, articulated the image of Kiruna, both for those who know the place well and
for those Jury members who have acquired a picture of Kiruna, step by step, in the course
of the competition. Linjen och staden (“The line and the city”) recalls the grandeur of
the landscape surrounding the city and the possibility of also building a clearly articulated
urban design into that landscape. Luna’s study of Västra Industriområdet has cogently
demonstrated its potential but at the same time revealed the complexity of localising a
large part of the urban development there. Ett nätverk av urbana eldstäder (“A network
of urban hearths”), with its urban platforms, points to an interesting dialogue between the
new, the existing and that which will disappear.
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Year 2033. Scale 1:20 000

First prize
Kiruna 4-ever
Authors:
WHITE ARKITEKTER AB
Mikael Stenqvist Architect SAR/MSA, Lead Architect
Krister Lindstedt Architect SAR/MSA, Process Leader
Koen Kragting, Architect
Anna Edblom Architect MSA
Åsa Bjerndell Architect SAR/MSA
Sam Keshavarz Landscape Architect MSA
Jeroen Matthijssen Landscape Architect MSA, climate studies
Viktoria Walldin, Social Anthropologist
Jan Wijkmark, Sustainability Biologist
Camilla Ottosson, Human Geographer
Linda Sofie Bäckstedt, Trainee Architect
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GHILARDI + HELLSTEN ARKITEKTER
Ellen Hellsten, Lead Architect
Erik Stenman, Architect
Franco Ghilardi, Architect
Börge Opheim, Architect
Ida Winge Andersen, Architect

SPACECAPE AB
Alexander Ståhle, Landscape Architect LAR/MSA
Ida Wezelius, Student

VECTURA CONSULTING AB/Trafik
Anna-Lena Lindström Olsson
Karin Jansson, Landscape Architect LAR/MSA

EVIDENS BLW AB
Ted Lindqvist, economic sustainability

New Kiruna is going to be a dense, mixed and attractive urban
centre closely linked to the natural scene. The city will function
and be perceived as a holistic entity throughout the transformation
process. There are good prospects of the very first establishment
being able to accommodate all the functions needed for a living city.
Beginning with a clear starting point, the city can, over a long period
of time, be developed step by step, and there is great liberty for
building further from there in several different directions.
Strategy, process and the physical vision of the new Kiruna are all
described well.The scheme clearly shows that this urban development
is not just a physical process but to no less an extent is concerned
with involving the people of Kiruna in the transformation.
The entry has a clear strategy, and new ideas can be worked in as
the city grows larger. The structure of settlement is schematically
described and will be developed so as to adapt it to the climate ad
give it a stronger local character.

Changes will have to be made to the entry, namely as regards the
routing of the E10 and RB 870 highways and the advisability
of gathering public and historic buildings closer together in the first
phase. But the inherent robustness of the entry renders it capable
of coping with these changes.

Step by step, with Malmvägen as its main axis, the city is
expanded in a distinctly eastern direction and important
functions such as the station, the Sami Parliament and
the City Hall are positioned round this axis. The city is
enlarged in a tradition, well-proven and adaptable structure whereby it can be enlarged block by block, in clearly
demarcated phases. At the same time, Västra Industriområdet undergoes infill development, mostly along Malmvägen south of the cemetery, where the Jury sees the best
chances of infill succeeding.
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The whole of the new city centre can in principle be accommodated between the cemetery and the City Hall with
the station, together with settlement north of the cemetery
and infill development along Malmvägen. The strategy in
the scheme is to utilise the proximity between an undeveloped area and a built-up one which is being developed
already. The Jury sees the project as urban fields which can
engage and involve both the undeveloped landscape and
the developed industrial estate from a strategically positioned starting point.
When the city centre is complete, the Jury sees possibilities
of the city developing both northwards and southwards,
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as illustrated in the picture of 100-year perspectives, or
eastwards in the direction of Tuolluvaara. To achieve this
freedom of choice, a larger proportion of the public buildings, together with Hjalmar Lundbohmgården, should be
positioned further west than the scheme indicates. The
City Hall is judiciously placed on a slight eminence near
the station and in a central location, which is good and
realistic. The station can be variously positioned within the
gridiron layout, depending on the location chosen for it.
In the scheme, the E10 highway is taken through the city
and acquires a more urban character. The Jury finds this
expedient neither necessary nor desirable. The scheme

rywhere in the city centre. Gondolbanan (the Gondola
Line) is intended to increase public transport use and to
provide people with rapid transit between different destinations in the city.
From an economic viewpoint, the scheme is cost effective because it is close-knit and makes use of existing
structures. In addition, it is a reasonable supposition that

a close-knit structure will reduce the new city centre’s
footprint, have a potential for a good public transport
system and in this way generate a climate-smart urban
formation. Some of the building development will take
place in an area with sandbanks where building is comparatively more expensive.

Year: 2100. Scale: 1:80,000
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street. The Jury does not find this standpoint realistic: it
demands a bypass for heavy traffic and the carriage of
hazardous products. Routing the E10 through the city
would also have adverse effects on the housing environments and demand reinforcement of existing streets. The
E10 and the railway join up at a point far distant from
the city centre, which is prejudicial to urban development.
Round the city street, they let the city grow. The new city
centre has a relatively peripheral location, and it is hard to

believe that the attraction necessary for the first stage will
be created, the connection between the new city centre
and the present city being so feeble.
The building development is schematically presented,
and its qualities are hard to assess. The scheme includes
few arguments as to how the new and old cities are to act
together over time, apart from the city street interlinking
them.
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UNREWARDED ENTRY
Det andra KIRUNA
Authors:
TEAM AIM + ONIX med NOEMA + FARAWAYSOCLOSE +
ATKINS + APOKALYPS LABOTEK
Kristoffer Nilsson, Architect SAR/MSA, AIM, Project Leader,
Team Co-Ordinator
Alex van de Beld, ONIX, Project Manager
Lia Ghilardi, NOEMA
Jessica Segerlund, FARAWAYSOCLOSE
Magnus Björkman Architect SAR/MSA, AIM
Joachim Reiter, ONIX
Nils Björling Architect SAR/MSA, AIM
Philip Göransson Architect MSA, ONIX
Shraddha Kapri, AIM
Johanna Karlsson, ONIX
Peter de Kan, concept, book
Fredrik Karlson, ATKINS
Petra Lilja, APOKALYPS LABOTEK
Jenny Nordberg, APOKALYPS LABOTEK
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A lake let into the city centre gives Kiruna a character
all of its own, a character with qualities. The city centre
is relatively densely built up, with a mixture and variety
of development. There is a clear difference between the
softer process and the physical shaping of the city.

convincing, and one can easily lose one’s way in it. There
is a world of difference between the strategic map, with
its overlapping systems, and the physical form proposed
for the city. The process description and in the physical
vision in this entry do not tally.

Where the process for the new Kiruna is concerned, the
importance of co-operation is underscored. Creating
a social contract between the Municipality, LKAB, the
citizens of Kiruna and the County is one of the first
measures to be taken. This is an informal partnership
which is eventually made permanent.

The new city centre is quite a long way away from the existing one and will be poorly connected to it. The pithead
towers and Tuolluvaaraberget are used and made visible
by economical means. The urban settlement is positioned on the other side of the E10, on Tuolluvaaraberget,
where housing development is impossible.

The authors consistently employ a cartographic terminology, launching relational maps or ecologies to communicate important experiences to the new city. The
site layout plan describes, in logotype format, selected
situations, programmes and occurrences. The terminology in the scheme is inventive but not very realistic or

The townscape is interesting, with a close-knit street
network. The scheme has many fine urban qualities, such
as the lakes and the density of structure. The central
location of the railway station is all to the good. But the
structure is not so functional for communications and
traffic, traversed as it is by a lake.
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UNREWARDED ENTRY
ETT NÄTVERK AV URBANA ELDSTÄDER
Authors:
COBE Aps
v/ Dan Stubbergaard
Ted Schauman
Jonas Nordgren
Mads Birgens
Lasse Grönnerup Johannesen
Erik Bjerregaard
Sigrid Thing
Davide Pontoni
Dimitrie Grigorescu
Sub-consultants
Kragh og Berglund Landskabsarkitekter
Jonas P Berglund
Christa Hellesöe-Jensen
Karen Tovgaard
Carl Hillinge
Maria Höök
Moe og Brödsgaard Rådgivende Ingeniörer
Per Lautrup-Nissen
CONSULTANTS
Boris Brormand Jensen, Architect, Ph.D. & Ass. Prof. of
Urban Design, Aarhus School of Architecture, Denmark
Yngve Andren, real estate economics and property
development

The city centre is located on both sides of Malmvägen
and can be developed both east of the cemetery and into
Västra Industriområdet. This positioning also means that
station, City Hall and other important functions in the
city can be gathered into one central location there.
The scheme is based on the development of a network
of various nodes all over the city. The nodes, which
can be thought of as pawns or platforms in an urban
development strategy, can be visiting points of varying
character and dignity, ranging from a school to the City
Hall. The analysis of the nodes which already exist or
can be created in the old city, Lombolo and Tuolluvaara
is interesting and makes clear that these places will
acquire a new significance in the new Kiruna.
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It is anticipated that the network will be enlarged step
by step: as one node is extinguished in the old city,
another will light up in the new city. This dual strategy
is both defensive, in the sense of demonstrating that the
lights of the old city are being put out, and offensive,
in that other places in the city are recharged. The Jury
would have liked to see the author expatiating on the
potential of this dual strategy.
The first phase involves building the city centre round
Malmvägen, with one foot in an undeveloped landscape
and the other in Västra Industriområdet. This is a strategically good positioning which can utilise the growth
potential of the industrial estate and at the same time
build on available land.

The scheme describes the green landscape in which
the nodes are set as an urbanised landscape where
the city clusters meet. The Jury believes it will be hard
to define this landscape – is it parkland or unspoiled
countryside? If the landscape is not shaped and
managed, it will be experienced as a barrier between
different groups of buildings or small townships, and
the city will be experienced as sprawling, incoherent
and unstructured.
Opinions are divided within the Jury as regards making the ground deformation zone an attraction, with
viewing points and other arrangements whereby people
can read and understand what has happened to the old
city. The Ruins Park, with the City Hall as a lingering

skeleton or local Acropolis, can in equal measure be
fascinating and frightful.
Regarding the strategy for urban development, the
scheme describes a traditional process which is not
particularly adapted to the special kind of development
process which Kiruna is facing.
The sparseness of the scheme implies heavier infrastructure costs, and from a sustainability perspective it
means a bigger footprint, reduced accessibility and the
encouragement of more motorism.
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Go North
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This scheme has an idea which means gradually shifting the centre
in a mass of nuclei, an intrinsically interesting idea which can cope
with ongoing ground deformation. The intention of the project is
to integrate and intertwine nature and the city into a new organic
whole, with new and old functions in a new pattern.
The actual analysis in the project is based on identifying
various functions in the old city and moving them, one
after another, to a completely new urban pattern. This
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Grontmij
Veronika Borg Landscape Architect LAR/MSA
Johanna Rydberg Landscape Architect MSA
Johanna Dehlin Landscape Architect MSA

is basically interesting. The functions are turned into
gaming pieces reshuffled: the new, pragmatical Kiruna
is to grow organically. The development of the project
through the movement of the gaming pieces is illustrated
with figurative principles of urban planning and pictures
of Kiruna architecture, in a species of type gallery. In
actual fact, this is an unplanned city, its development
guided by only a few basic principles which of themselves cannot guarantee the creation of an attractive city.

ESA Rymdcenter
Hjalmar Lundbohm gården
Kunskapsparken
Bläckhorn

E10
Sametinget

Konsolidering

Kyrkan

Citadell
Hälsokvarteret
Medborgarkvarteret

Golf
Sport
Energipark

Tuolluvaara

buildings are scattered about in the woods, in a new and
beautiful context. This historical park with future dimensions, an energy park and a church park, gives us examples of events which the larger park concept traversing the
landscape can be charged with.
The project has stronger links with the region and the
outside world than with the immediate surroundings, in a
way which shows no consideration for the people living
and working in Kiruna today. The remaining city is barely
to be seen in any of the pictures, and in this way a very
important part of Kiruna is dismissed. There is a great
Kabnekaise

Nikkaluokta
Kungsleden

risk involved in this kind of separation, and if the urban
development comes to a standstill in its rate of progress,
the new township with the City Hall will be made to look
very isolated.
The presentation in this scheme of the process and strategy for urban development is very weak.

Renernas flyttled

Renernas flyttled

Geologiskt kampus
Citadell ESA
Jukkasjärvi
Deformation
LKAB
Renernas flyttled

Mineralrettigheter

Renernas flyttled

Mineralrettigheter
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The underlying ideas of this scheme are an extended
townscape “through time and space,” the so-called
Corso, and the positioning of the city centre principally
in Västra Industriområdet. The scheme is appealing and
clearly presented. As a finished structure it has a good
way of tying together the existing road network and a
new one.
The scheme amply justifies its choice of location for the
new city centre. With such a large proportion of urban
development taking place within Västra Industriområdet, there is a potential for Kiruna being perceived as a
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whole city throughout the transformation process. The
scheme’s main street, the Corso, traverses the whole of
the site, and important buildings, the cableway and other
public amenities are positioned along it. But the Corso
can be experienced as long unless it is worked out in
great detail.
There is an ambitious idea for infill development on the
industrial estate which the Jury found well worth considering. The process means creative processes being
channelled into a development plan which is clear and
applicable to several different development strategies,

UNREWARDED ENTRY
There is a crack in everything,
that´s how the light gets in
Authors:
ecosistema urbano
Arkitekt Kristine Jensens Tegnestue
70*N arkitektur as
Ljusarkitektur
ATKINS

This scheme is above all an insightful and sensitive inventory of Kiruna, its structure, values and potential. Exploring the scheme, one finds a lot of important knowledge
about Kiruna which is of value for the development
process.
This scheme is based on a careful inventory of Kiruna
rather than a vision and a depiction of what the new city
will actually look like. The analysis of Kiruna is plausible
and interesting and contains many strata of beholding,
superimposed one upon the other.
The scheme also contains a description of a process for
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urban development containing a number of interesting
proposals, even if it is not altogether clear. Positioning
the administration of the urban development on the
very spot until the City Hall has been completed is, for
example, a radical approach which, in the Jury’s opinion,
imparts credibility and energy to the development process. All interstices capable of development are investigated. The concept launched of “being there in one’s own
future” is one with which the Jury sympathises.
The overarching principle in this scheme is to build
where possible and to build further on the resources
already existing, by they physical, intangible or dynamic.

The scheme can be looked on as a grammar or toolbox
which deliberately refrains from formulating powerful
visions and leaves many issues open. The urban development process takes place in a long sequence of evens,
beginning here and now, quite undramatically, with a
strong link to the existing city. The planning principle is
very open to future expectations concerning the preconditions. The proposals embody if anything an attitude to
the transformation of the city, emphasising the brittleness of this urban development.
All the images and thoughts which the scheme presents
from its voyage of discovery through Kiruna and gathe-

red in manifold graphic diagrams of various kinds add up
to a library to return to in search of the new and unexpected. The Jury has returned several times to the picture
of the city’s programmatic landscape. The scheme has an
investigative method which can be developed further.
At the same time as the scheme is very strong on ideas, it
is spatially very feeble. Buildings and townships are symbolically described. Much of the development is positioned in places which are judged problematic. It is hard to
tell how the timetables and principles of this entry can be
translated into urban spaces and places where people are
going to live and have their being.
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